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Accessibility vs. epiphenomenalism:  
Balog’s defense of epistemic correlationism 

 
Balog’s paper concerns the relationship between accessibility and phenomenality, or access and 
phenomenal consciousness, and the empirical tractability of this relationship. The paper is 
offered as a general challenge to Ned Block’s attempts (2007, 2011) to argue not only that the 
relationship between phenomenal and access consciousness is open to empirical research, but 
also that this research has already provided some reason to think that phenomenal and access 
consciousness doubly dissociate. Block and Balog are most interested in the possibility of 
phenomenal consciousness without access consciousness, and that is what I shall address myself 
to in this commentary.  
 
Block believes that phenomenality cannot be explained by the theories that account for the kind 
of central role that only certain mental states—“access conscious” states—play in human mental 
life: that of being, for instance, retained in long-term memory, or reported. Indeed, theories of 
access consciousness cannot hope to explain phenomenality per se, since the machinery 
supporting access consciousness is not even necessary for phenomenality, and since there are 
indeed phenomenal experiences that aren’t cognitive accessible. In this paper, Balog claims that 
the existing empirical literature does not support the latter claim; more significantly, she argues 
that it couldn’t: there are no possible empirical considerations—even construed broadly—that 
could show that there are phenomenally conscious, “inaccessible” experiences.  
 
Balog’s argument against Block takes the form of a dilemma. Either there is a conceptual 
connection between phenomenality and accessibility, such that phenomenally conscious 
experiences are necessarily access conscious as well, or else the concept of phenomenality is a 
purely non-functional one, i.e., is a concept of something with no essential causal or functional 
profile. In the latter case, there could be no (again even broadly) empirical grounds for 
concluding that there were inaccessible phenomenally conscious experiences.Call the two horns 
of this dilemma the “accessibility horn” and the “epiphenomenality horn”. 
 
The dilemma with which Balog presents Block is not wholly novel or unfamiliar. From Block’s 
first introduction of the distinction between access and phenomenal consciousness (which I think 
was in his 1995), many philosophers and neuropsychologists warned that the cost of denying that 
phenomenal consciousness is identical with access consciousness (or at least coextensive with it; 
Chalmers, 1997) will be to render the former invisible to observation and experiment. Block 
himself is well aware of these warnings: they are the starting point of his 2007, a rich and 
complicated paper devoted in large part to constructing a sophisticated abductive argument that 
appeals to a dissociation between phenomenal and access consciousness. In the short paper 
presented here, Balog does not engage with the specifics of that argument, but seeks rather to 
provide general, a priori grounds for thinking that any such effort is doomed to fail.  
 
On the question nearest the surface in this whole debate—are there wholly inaccessible mental 
states that nonetheless have phenomenal qualities?—my sympathies lie more with Balog than 
with Block. There are a number of important issues lying just one level down, however, with 
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respect to which my sympathies are more divided. It’s easy, for instance, to confuse the evidence 
for a thing with the thing itself. And I am in general wary of arguments to the effect that 
something-or-other is in principle impossible to show. While I myself don’t believe that Block 
(2007) shows that phenomenality doesn’t require accessibility, I think he takes just the right 
approach to attempting to show it. Balog’s claims to the effect that “The ball is in the court of 
those who argue for empirical… tractability” and that “there isn’t an immense amount that 
cognitive neuro-science is going to teach us about phenomenality and accessibility” (p. 7) appear 
to assume that we can confidently draw a priori conclusions about what is and isn’t knowable a 
priori, and I am not sure that we can. This is in part because our understanding of what counts as 
evidence for a thing evolves alongside of our understanding of the thing itself.  
 
Those caveats aside, I will now turn to some of the specifics of Balog’s paper. Balog says 
relatively little on the accessibility horn—on the possibility that there is a conceptual connection 
between phenomenality and accessibility. (Note that the accessibility horn is discussed second in 
Balog’s own paper.) She appears to assume that if PHENOMENALITY is in part a functional 
concept, then it is one that grants to phenomenal experience the sort of functional profile that 
prominent cognitive theories of access consciousness attempt to account for.1  
 
It is certainly true that many philosophers have argued that there is in fact an essential, 
conceptual connection between phenomenal consciousness and a kind of “accessibility” (e.g., 
Church, 1995; Clark and Kivenstein, 2007). Moreover, some of us (probably most famously 
Dennett, 2001) believe that just that kind of accessibility is described by cognitive theories of 
consciousness—such as, most prominently, Baars’ global workspace theory (Baars, 1988, 1997; 
see also Dehaene et al. 2006; Dehaene and Naccache, 2001).2 
 
Still, even if some kind of subjective awareness is essential to the very concept of 
phenomenality, and even if a scientific theory of phenomenality must offer a reductive account 
of subjective awareness and even of the subject itself, it does seem to me to be a substantive 
assumption, on Balog’s part, that there is only one possible causal or functional property that is a 
part of the concept of PHENOMENALITY, and that this causal or functional property is that of 
being cognitively accessible. I suspect that this assumption leaves some room for Block to at 
least attempt to escape the horns of Balog’s dilemma. After all, he himself acknowledges that 
“Something worth calling ‘accessibility’ may be intrinsic to any phenomenally conscious state” 
(2007: 485). What he denies is that it is the kind of “cognitive accessibility that underlies 
reporting” (ibid). 
 
So he explicitly says, anyway, although one might note (actually several of Block’s 2007 
commentators did note) that since Block himself appeals to vague reports as evidence of 
phenomenality, he only clearly denies that what is essential to phenomenality is the kind of 
accessibility underlies detailed verbal reports. Once noted, of course, the next obvious question 
with which to press Block is whether those are in fact different kinds of accessibility. This in and 
of itself is a broadly empirical question. I think that part of Balog’s critique of Block is that while 

                                                        
1 Words entirely capitalized signify concepts; thus, “CAT” would be used to refer to our concept of a cat.  
2 Of course even if the kind of accessibility that is essential to phenomenality is that which prominent cognitive 
theories of consciousness such as Baars’ global workspace theory seek to account for, it is still a separate question 
whether any existing theory does in fact satisfactorily account for it.  
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ostensibly asserting the possibility of distinguishing access from phenomenal consciousness he 
in fact provides no distinct evidential criteria for recognizing and indeed no distinct causal 
profile for phenomenal consciousness.  
 
Most of Balog’s paper focuses on the “epiphenomenality” horn of the dilemma: on the empirical 
tractability of the relationship between phenomenality and accessibility if that relationship is not 
in part a conceptual one. Here, Balog defends what Block (2007) has called “epistemic 
correlationism”: the thesis that “cognitive accessibility is intrinsic to our knowledge of 
phenomenology” (Block 2007: 485; emphasis added), and that it is therefore in principle 
impossible to empirically determine that there are phenomenally conscious states that aren’t 
access conscious. (Metaphysical correlationism, which Block also rejects, is the view that 
cognitive accessibility is intrinsic to phenomenality, and not just to our knowledge of it.) 
 
Block’s (2007) “Accessibility, phenomenality, and the mesh between psychology and 
neuroscience” was centrally organized around laying out the methodological challenge set by the 
thesis of epistemic correlationism, and then attempting to meet that challenge, drawing both on 
behavioral and neuroimaging studies to present a complex abductive argument for the 
dissociability of phenomenality and accessibility, for the non-dependence of phenomenal 
consciousness on the machinery that underlies cognitive accessibility. Balog argues that no 
appeal to the best explanation can serve this purpose, because if phenomenal properties are 
purely non-functional, non-causal properties, then no explanation appealing to representations 
with whatever phenomenal properties could enjoy an empirical advantage over an explanation 
appealing to those same representations minus their phenomenal properties. We could therefore 
never have any reason to conclude that a non-access conscious representation was nonetheless in 
fact phenomenally conscious.  
 
(I think this is the right reading of Balog’s argument on page 6; I think she is saying that 
phenomenality is not a causal property. I will assume that this is the right reading in what 
follows, but invite responses—from readers or from Balog—on this point.)  
 
I had a little trouble working out where Balog’s paper fit into the dialectic on phenomenal vs. 
access consciousness. Many of Block’s (2007) commentators (including Prinz, 2007, and 
Shanahan and Baars, 2007) noted that he showed, at most, that phenomenal consciousness does 
not require actual access by global consuming systems or encoding in working memory. They 
noted, that is, that he did not show that phenomenal consciousness doesn’t require mere 
broadcast to global consuming systems or accessibility to working memory.3  
 

                                                        
3 From what I can tell, Block anticipates this critical response—well, he either anticipates it or recalls it, from 
Dehaene and Naccache 2001—and seeks to pre-emptively dismiss it (p. 492), at least temporarily, by pointing to the 
difficulty of distinguishing representations that are not yet being accessed by global consumers or encoded in 
working memory but that are nonetheless genuinely “access conscious,” from those that are simply non-conscious 
(but that could become conscious, were attention directed differently enough, and so on). I would acknowledge that 
there is work for the metaphysical correlationist to do here. One part of the work is more straightforwardly 
theoretical: to develop a non-ad hoc and substantive account of what we might call “robust accessibility”. Another 
part of the work, though, will involve theorizing about what would constitute compelling evidence for robustly 
accessible and thus genuinely conscious, though not yet actually accessed, conscious experiences. As implied earlier 
in my remarks on evidence, these projects are not totally independent.  
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Partly because several commentators objected that Block does not really even address the 
possibility that phenomenality requires (robust) accessibility, I assume that Balog is not just 
making the same point. At a minimum, she is making the stronger claim that Block can’t show 
that phenomenality can occur without accessibility.  
 
I am not sure how novel this point is either, however.  Several of Block’s commentators (e.g. 
Levine, 2007; Naccache and Dehaene, 2007) noted that he himself appeals to (vague) reports of 
experience as evidence of phenomenality.4 O’Regan and Myin (2007) suggest that this is 
inevitable, since, as Block’s early “critics quickly pointed out…. something purely 
nonfunctional, something that has no effects, and in principle can have no effects, is not only 
undiscoverable (any observation would be an effect), but epiphenomenal as well” (2007: 250). 
Indeed O’Regan and Myin (2007) come close to articulating the dilemma with which Balog 
presents Block.  
 
Here is where I have situated the paper in the ongoing discussion of the relationship between 
phenomenal and access consciousness. First, the paper exploits the idea of special, non-
functional phenomenal concepts—an idea that has in the main been put to use in defense of 
reductive physicalism against property dualists—to argue that no appeal—even a very complex 
appeal—to the best explanation could possibly provide reason to believe in inaccessible 
phenomenal experiences. Second, Balog may simply have articulated more explicitly than 
anyone else the bind that (on some interpretations) Block finds himself in: either phenomenality 
requires accessibility or it is epiphenomenal and thus in and of itself empirically invisible. 
(Actually, I would say that, if it’s truly epiphenomenal, then it’s empirically invisible at best; 
more on this below.) Now, as alluded to above, it is of course still open to Block to respond that 
phenomenal consciousness does have an essential causal profile, just not that of being 
cognitively accessible. On whether this is right or not I’m tempted just to say: we’ll see.  
 
My major question about the paper—the issue about which I remain uncertain—is the actual 
argumentative work done, for Balog, by appeal to the non-functional nature of our phenomenal 
concepts. (By calling the concepts epiphenomenal, I mean that our concept of phenomenality is 
of a thing with no essential causal properties, not that the concept of phenomenality is itself 
epiphenomenal.) Even just within the section of the paper devoted to the epiphenomality horn, 
she herself says (p. 4) that in her view Block (2007) showed persuasively that phenomenality 
does not depend on actual access by the consuming systems associated with the global 
workspace (nor on actual encoding by working memory). Presumably then Balog agrees with 
Block that things like “vague report” (reporting that one clearly saw a whole array of letters, for 
instance, even though one cannot provide a “detailed report” in which one states the identity of 
every letter in the array; Sperling, 1960) provide compelling evidence of phenomenality. Can 
Balog consistently deny that our concept of phenomenality is a functional concept while 
                                                        
4 I agree with Clark and Kiverstein’s (2007) point—also I think made less explicitly by Levine (2007)—that the 
interesting issue doesn’t concern report per se. The issue concerns cognitive accessibility more broadly. (Balog 
frames the issue more closely in terms of whether or not we can empirically disentangle phenomenality from 
introspectability.) Actually Block himself acknowledges that “Reportability is a behavioristic ladder that we can 
throw away” (2007: 484). While I agree with the spirit of this remark—and with the goal of getting rid of the latter 
eventually—I guess it’s not obvious to me that the conversation about the best evidence for consciousness has been 
totally resolved. And really, how could it have been? Theories about the nature and basis of consciousness on the 
one hand about the best evidence for consciousness on the other will develop in tandem.  
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maintaining that the relationship between phenomenality and actual access is empirically 
tractable? I concede that our intuitions probably are that phenomenal consciousness can occur in 
the absence of detailed verbal report, memory, and so on; if phenomenality is the cause of those 
intuitions, though, then it’s obviously not epiphenomenal.5  
 
Presumably, meanwhile, the reason Balog thinks that Block can’t show that phenomenality 
dissociates from mere accessibility is that she thinks that all the capacities that we intuitively 
think of as providing evidence of phenomenality are capacities accounted for by something like 
the global workspace theory. This may be so. In that case, though, the reason that one can’t show 
that phenomenality dissociates from accessibility doesn’t seem rooted in the non-functional 
nature of our phenomenal concepts at all. It seems, rather, rooted in the fact that our intuitions 
about what counts as behavioral evidence for phenomenality picks out, again, just those 
capacities that will be accounted for in some-or-other cognitive theory of (access) consciousness.  
 
This point about what we would take as evidence of phenomenal consciousness relates to an 
interesting point in Block’s 2007 discussion—not explicitly touched on by Balog in this short 
paper, and not even really fully developed in Block, whose efforts and attentions were devoted 
elsewhere—at which he acknowledges the temptation to epistemic and metaphysical 
correlationism about phenomenal consciousness but not, e.g., water.  We aren’t seriously 
tempted to think that the (continued) existence of water is constituted in part by our observations 
of water; nor are we seriously tempted to think that we can’t know whether or not water’s 
existence is somehow dependent upon our observations of water. 
 
Block’s explanation for the difference is that “we are antecedently certain that our cognitive 
access to water molecules is not part of the constitutive scientific nature of water itself” (2007: 
483), whereas we lack such antecedent certainty in the case of phenomenal consciousness: 
“[F]ew would be sure whether phenomenal consciousness is or is not partly constituted by 
cognitive access to it” (2007: 483). This may be true, but leaves unaddressed both the source of 
such certainty in the case of water and the reason why it is missing in the case of phenomenal 
consciousness, and I wish he had said more here. Why is correlationism about water so 
unappealing, correlationism about phenomenality so tempting? Certainly part of the answer is 
that we have theories of water, and theories of perception, that together make it likely (to put it 
mildly) that there could be such a thing as unobserved water. The situation with respect to 
phenomenality is supposed to be different because precisely what’s at issue is whether or not the 
best theory of phenomenality is one that will appeal to accessibility. But if that’s the issue, why 
not just wait and see? (Why think that there is a burden of argument—as Balog suggests on p. 
7—on those who think that the issue will be resolved, in the usual manner of things, by appeal to 
our best scientific theories?)  
 
                                                        
5 The actual epistemological merit of such intuitions is of course an open question. Many competing explanations of 
results like that of Sperling, 1960 and of Landman et al. 2003, are possible; one, which tends towards the more 
extreme end of either metaphysical or epistemological correlationism, is that there is such a thing as generic 
phenomenology—something that would account for an illusory intuition that the contents of phenomenal 
consciousness far outstrip the capacity of working memory. Several of Block’s 2007 commentators suggested 
something along these lines. Again, in this paper, Balog does not engage with such specifics; her point is that even if 
we allow that Block has shown that phenomenality dissociates from actual access, it is not possible to show that it 
dissociates from mere accessibility.  
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Of course, long before we had any scientific theories of water and/or consciousness or perception 
or access consciousness, correlationism about water was (I imagine!) still unappealing. Even then, 
however, we knew enough about the place of water in the causal network of the world to make it unlikely 
(again, to say the least) that it occupied the very same place in it as e.g. introspection does. Part of what 
this means is that we had so much converging evidence of water, evidence that only very indirectly 
relates to cognitive accessibility. We observed that it took a certain amount of time for a certain 
quantity of water in a room of a certain temperature to turn to ice, whether anyone had stayed in 
the room with said quantity of water continuously or not; we observed that there are species that 
depend on continued submersion in water to exist, and (we now believe) some of these species 
long pre-dated human observers and the rest wouldn’t face imperilment from our departure from 
this earth (far from it!), and so on.   
 
If the situation is any different for phenomenal consciousness, presumably this is because we 
don’t have the same kind of converging evidence for it: compared to the evidence we have for 
the existence of water, the evidence we have for phenomenal consciousness is fairly 
homogeneous. (Well, more precisely, the evidence that appears to be widely acknowledged by 
participants in this debate, is fairly homogeneous.)  
 
This makes me start to worry less about metaphysical correlationism than about qualia 
eliminativism (Rey, 1997), however. Eliminativism about water—insisting that all there is at the 
end of the day really are intentional states about water—won’t prevent a single accidental 
drowning. “Water realism” is therefore the advised metaphysical position. What does realism 
about phenomenal properties get us, though?—so long as we acknowledge, as we obviously 
should, that there are innumerable intentional states about such properties?  
 
Although I don’t know Balog’s own position on this, her arguments in the epiephenomenality 
horn surely support eliminativism about phenomenal qualities. Balog writes: “for any 
explanation that appeals to the physical/functional features of r in conjunction with its 
phenomenality, one can construct another explanation that merely appeals to its 
physical/functional properties. What does the work in the explanation is the physical/functional 
properties of r; its phenomenality qua phenomenality—or lack thereof—doesn’t add anything to 
its causal profile… [Therefore] it is hard to see how appeal to the physical/functional properties  
+ the phenomenality of r can be explanatorily superior to a mere appeal to is [sic] 
physical/functional properties” (p. 6). If we can satisfactorily account for whatever—for the 
whole of human psychology, for the whole of the world—without appealing to phenomenal 
properties, then why exactly should we think that there are any? Why should we believe in 
something that does nothing, that adds nothing? Balog might well agree with this reasoning; 
perhaps she has some reason for leaving the conclusion of the epiphenomenalism horn of the 
dilemma deliberately narrow or modest. This is another question on which I would welcome 
discussion.  
 
My reconstruction of the dilemma is that either phenomenality is a causal property or it isn’t; if 
phenomenality isn’t a causal property, then the epistemic correlationist is right; if phenomenality 
is a causal property, then it is the property of being cognitively accessible, in which case the 
metaphysical correlationist is right. Is this the right reconstruction? If so, then my major 
questions are:  
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1. What is the connection between PHENOMENALITY being a causal or a non-causal concept 
and phenomenality being a causal or a non-causal property? 
2. What causal property other than that of being cognitively accessible could phenomenality be? 
3. If phenomenality is a non-causal property, why should we be mere correlationists rather than 
thoroughgoing eliminativists? 
4. More generally, how should an understanding of phenomenality be pursued? What is the place 
for a priori arguments like Balog’s to the effect that we can or can’t discover one thing or 
another? 
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